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ABSTRACT  
This study examines how tempo of background music affects         
reading comprehension when consuming written news on a        
smartphone. It has taken inspiration from a study conducted in          
2002 which investigated how tempo in music affects reading         
comprehension when reading news on a pocket computer in a          
distracting environment. There is a rapidly growing use of         
smartphones and with this an increasing use of both news          
applications and music streaming services. Therefore, especially       
in a time where the reliability of certain news is being discussed,            
it is interesting to examine if there is any correlation between the            
music we listen to and how we comprehend news.  

Two instrumental music samples, which could be described as of          
the electronic pop genre, were created with the tempo being the           
only difference between them. Participants got to read two articles          
from the business section on a smartphone with either no          
background music or one of the two samples playing in          
headphones. After each article, a questionnaire with five true or          
false questions regarding the contents of the articles was         
answered. A final questionnaire regarding the participants       
experience of reading news on smartphones and listening to music          
and prior knowledge of the contents of the articles was then           
presented to the subject.  

The results indicate that a slower tempo improves reading         
comprehension and efficiency. However, no significant      
differences between the experimental conditions were found. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
With the introduction of the smartphone the main functionalities         
found in many other portable media devices have moved into one.           
High resolution cameras, media players, GPS navigators, web        
browsers and calendars are just some examples of functionalities         
that people now can access in their pocket, in just one device. The             
number of smartphone users is growing rapidly and with internet          
connection widely available over cellular network and Wi-Fi we         
can choose to be connected almost everywhere [1]. This does not           
only give us the possibility to take part of global events within            
minutes, but also enables streaming services for linear TV and          
radio, podcasts, series, movies and music. 

With these possibilities available we often find ourselves exposed         
to several information streams at once, where one example is          
listening to music while reading. This study will investigate if          
there is a correlation between tempo in music and the ability to            
comprehend the content of written news articles read on a          
smartphone. We believe this is a typical scenario for many          
smartphone users, for example when commuting.  

1.1 Purpose 
Previous research in the field has been done, with Kallinens study           
about the effects of the tempo of background music when reading           
news on a pocket computer in a distracting environment being the           
most interesting for this paper [2]. We want to establish if the            
introduction of new technology and the increase of consuming         
digitally written news have lead to a change in this aspect. 

We believe this study could be of social interest. Not only because            
how we comprehend news affect how we react to the world           
around us, but also because the amount of news accessible to us            
keeps growing. 

Insights about the impact of tempo in music and reading          
comprehension could also be of interest for applications that         
generate music for reading. 

1.2 Formulation of problem 
“How does tempo in music affect reading comprehension when         
consuming written news on a smartphone?” 

1.3 Delimitations 
This study will focus on what the tempo in music does for our             
comprehension when reading. It will not take into account genre,          
mood, harmony, rhythm etc. The music used in the study is           
designed to be as neutral as possible to take away the focus from             
these other properties. 

As of 2018 the performance of most smartphones has no problem           
handling a music player and a web browser running         
simultaneously. The only important smartphone feature for this        
study is therefore decided to be the screen size. 

Headphones will be used for the part of the experiment that           
requires background music. This in accordance to our belief that          
this is the most common way news are read on smartphones in            
connection with listening to music. 



 

2. LITERATURE STUDY 
In the following sections we present concepts used throughout the          
paper and literature that summarize previous work related to our          
research question. 

2.1 Concepts 
The following concepts implied in this paper are defined in this           
section. 

2.1.1 Background music  
Music of any kind that is played while some other activity is            
going on, so that people do not actively attend to it [12].  

2.1.2 Tempo 
The speed at which a musical composition is, or is supposed to be,             
performed. Tempo is usually measured in beats per minute, or          
bpm for short [13]. 

2.1.3 Reading comprehension 
The understanding and interpretation of what is read [15].  

2.1.4 Reading rate 
Words read per minute.  

2.1.5 Reading efficiency 
Reading efficiently means being able to read fast while still not           
compromising reading comprehension [14]. 

2.2 Background music 
The effects of background music in different settings have been          
widely studied, although there has not been any uniform results.          
For example it has been found that being exposed to background           
music in a retail environment affects mood positively. When         
comparing tempi, slow background music causes customers to        
stay longer at the venue [3]. Research regarding background         
music and advertising has also proved a connection, where         
likelihood of purchasing a product is enhanced when music         
matching the symbolic meaning of the product is used [4].  

The opinion that background music improves performance when        
studying we presume is common and research has been made on           
people of all ages. In 1997, similarly to the set-up in this study, 30              
students were divided into two groups before having their         
cognitive performance evaluated by carrying out two different        
cognitive tests [5]. One group carried out the test with background           
music and the second one in silence, with the performance in the            
first group being both faster and more accurate.  

Today, a lot of music is provided through music streaming          
services, which have grown rapidly with Spotify being the most          
popular, reporting over 70 million paying subscribers [18].        
Interesting for this study is that the majority of millennials seems           
to prefer streaming through their smartphones [16].  

2.3 Musical properties 
The research involving the effects of background music has often          
been made with little regards concerning the building blocks of          
music, and it has previously been seen as a one-dimensional          
entity. One exception being a 2010 study, where it was          
investigated whether background music with or without lyrics had         
any effect on reading comprehension [6]. However, the study did          
not generate any significant results and it has been suggested that           
further studies should look into the effects of other aspects and           
musical properties, such as tempo. 

Tempo in music affects several cognitive traits. Day et al.          
investigated the effects of music tempo in their study on          
multi-attribute-decision-making and found that participants made      
more accurate decisions when listening to high-tempo music in         
hard decision-making tasks [7]. Kallinen concluded, when       
investigating the effects of the tempo of background music when          
reading news from a pocket computer in a distracting         
environment, that tempo affects both emotional evaluation and        
reading measures [2]. More specifically, reading rate and        
efficiency were proven to be lower for subjects reading to slow           
tempo music compared to fast.  

2.4 Reading on displays 
Reading on displays has become very popular over the last ten           
years and has been subject for many studies regarding reading          
comprehension. As early as 1983 it was concluded that larger          
window width enhanced reading speed with 25% [8]. Problems         
with visual fatigue when reading from low resolution screens         
were also detected [9]. 

Studies also show that students perform better when reading         
printed texts rather than in digital format [10]. However, there is           
an increased use of smartphones, and particularly of interest for          
this study, news applications [16]. This, with the inevitable move          
towards an even more digitized future, makes it more interesting          
to focus on reading on displays.  

3. METHOD 
Kallinen’s study regarding reading news while listening to music         
yielded interesting results in that reading rate and efficiency was          
higher in the test group listening to music with a higher tempo [2].             
This study took a similar approach but was not conducted as a            
field study but in a laboratory setting, with the subjects reading           
while listening to music through headphones and answering        
questionnaires in a more controlled environment. The music and         
tempo was chosen differently, and with the advances in         
technology the equipment was of modern standard.  

Each subject read two articles under two of the three conditions           
(1) no music, (2) slow music and (3) fast music, with everyone            
reading one article to no music and one to either slow or fast             
music with a short break in between. 

3.1 Pilot study 
A pilot study with two people was conducted in order to evaluate            
the experiment settings before the actual study took place. It was           
particularly important to make sure that the subjects had enough          
time to read the articles and that all parts of the experiment were             
easily understandable. The results of the pilot study lead to one of            
the articles being replaced as it was considered too science          
oriented, which moved the focus from understanding the content         
of the article to trying to remember unfamiliar and technical          
terms.  

3.2 Participants 
The participants in the study were 20 students in the ages from 20             
to 30. All of them attended the Media Technology programme at           
Kungliga Tekniska Högskolan in Stockholm at the time of the          
experiment. The participants were chosen after filling out a         
questionnaire in the course “Program integrating course in Media         
Technology” where they stated being users of a smartphone of the           
specific requirements. With this condition it was made sure that          
all subjects were used to navigating, scrolling and reading on the           
device used in the experiment.  



 

3.3 Materials 
An instrumental music sample consisting of drums, bass guitar,         
piano, violin and bells was created in Cubase Elements 9. The           
sample was designed for the tempo to be easily altered without           
losing sound quality or pitch. Furthermore it was designed to not           
be complex in terms of melodies and harmonies, consisting only          
of a C-G-F piano chord progression over a simple drum beat with            
the other instruments filling in with small melodic changes to not           
make it too monotonic. The sample was composed to exceed the           
expected length of reading one article, which was estimated to          
five minutes. Two versions were created with differing bpm, one          
slow version of 70 bpm and one fast of 110 bpm. The two tempi,              
hereby referenced as slow and fast music , were chosen because          
there is a clear difference between them and 70 and 110 bpm is             
perceived as slow and fast respectively.  

When choosing articles for the study, articles that were likely to           
affect the reader emotionally were avoided. This decision was         
made to minimize the possibility of the distraction being         
something else than the tempo. Political and breaking news were          
therefore discarded and two articles, A and B, from the business           
section of the Swedish newspaper Dagens Nyheter was chosen, as          
this section was considered to be neutral and not very likely for            
the subjects to have daily interaction with. Article A discussed          
steering interest rate while Article B discussed environmental        
friendly bonds. 

Three different questionnaires were created. Two contained five        
statements about articles A and B respectively. The task was to           
decide whether they were true or false with an additional option “I            
don’t know” which in the analysis was interpreted as a faulty           
answer. Each questionnaire was answered directly after the        
subject had read the corresponding article. The third questionnaire         
contained questions about the subjects familiarity with the        
contents of the two articles, prior experience of reading news on           
their smartphone, how often they listened to music while reading          
news on their smartphone and if they experienced the music as           
disturbing with the ability to elaborate why. The third         
questionnaire was answered after the reading experiment was        
finished.  

The smartphones used in the experiment were all of the brand           
Apple with the following specification: 

● 4.7-inch (diagonal) widescreen LCD 
● Multi-Touch display with IPS technology 
● 1334-by-750-pixel resolution at 326 ppi 
● 1400:1 contrast ratio (typical) 

As of April 2018, Apple owned more than half of the mobile            
market share in Sweden [12]. Thus it can be concluded that it was             
an appropriate choice for this study. 

The choice of listening device was a pair of Marshall Monitor           
over-ear headphones. 

3.4 Procedure 
When entering the room the subject was asked to sit down at an             
empty table. The subject was then given the following verbal          
instructions about the experiment (translated from Swedish).  

You will read two news articles on a smartphone. One will be            
read with music playing in headphones, and one without. Read the           
articles one at a time from the beginning to the end in your             
normal reading speed. After reading each article you will be          

given a paper with five true or false questions about the content of             
the article.  

For the part of the experiment which required background music,          
the subject was instructed to put on headphones. A random track           
playing from a streaming service was used so the volume could be            
adjusted to a comfortable level. The first article was displayed and           
the smartphone was given to the subject before the reading part           
could begin. The subject was asked to indicate the start and finish            
of the reading so that the composed music sample could be turned            
on and off and the reading time for each article could be noted.             
Each participant read both articles with a short break in between           
to fill in the corresponding questionnaire. After finishing the         
articles and the accompanying reading comprehension tests, the        
subject was immediately presented with the third and last         
questionnaire. 

The order in which the articles were read and to which article            
music was played was randomly decided by a script written in           
Python using Python’s built in random number generator.  

3.5 Data measurements 
To measure reading comprehension the formula (correct answers /         
total answers) was used. This means that the subjects could score           
from zero to one with one translating to having correctly answered           
all questions. Reading rate was calculated with the formula         
(number of words in article / reading time). Reading efficiency          
was calculated with the formula (reading rate x reading         
comprehension). These measurements were mainly chosen to       
enable comparing the results with those of Kallinen’s study [2].  

3.6 Data analysis 
The one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used for all          
statistical measures.  

4. RESULTS 
All of the 20 subjects read one of two articles without listening to             
music, and the other of the two articles to either slow or fast             
music. The random distribution of how many subjects read each          
article in the different listening conditions is shown in figure 1. It            
was not randomized whether the music sample in each trial was of            
slower or faster tempo due to the importance of having equal           
sample sizes. Thus, half of the subjects read to the slower sample            
and the other half to the faster.  

 

Figure 1. Distribution of sample sizes 

 



 

4.1 Data analysis 
Due to the uneven number of samples two-way ANOVA analysis          
with articles A and B as fixed factors was not conducted.           
One-way ANOVA with an alpha of 0.05 was used for all analysis,            
treating the reading experience equal in disregard of which article          
that was read. 

4.1.1 Does tempo in music have an effect on different 
aspects of reading? 
The results presented in table 1 indicate a difference in reading           
efficiency with tempo of background music as the only variable.          
The subjects listening to the slower music sample scored higher          
both in terms of reading comprehension and reading efficiency.         
However the one-way ANOVA analysis shows no significant        
result between the different groups in terms of either reading rate           
(words read per minute) (F=0,01976 p=0,98044), number of        
correct answers (F=0.49263 p=0,614864) or reading efficiency       
(F=0.28307 p=0.755084). 

Table 1. Results for the different sample groups 

Condition  Reading 
rate 

Reading 
compr. 

Reading 
efficiency 

No music Mean 178.12 0.42 77.46 
 N 20 20 20 
 Std. Deviation 35.41 0.25 56.85 
Slow Mean 178.49 0.5 90.9 
 N 10 10 10 
 Std. Deviation 36.84 0.16 28.9 
Fast Mean 175.76 0.47 79.6 
 N 10 10 10 
 Std. Deviation 29.85 0.17 37.75 
Total Mean 177.62 0.45 81.31 
 N 40 40 40 
 Std. Deviation 33.63 0.21 46.13 

 

4.1.2 Does music disturb the reading experience? 
The overall mean reading rate was approximately 178 words per          
minute. Fifty-five per cent of the subjects answered that they          
found the music disturbing. Fifty per cent of the subjects reading           
to slow music reported it as disturbing, compared to 60% reading           
to fast music. Experiencing the music as disturbing or not had no            
significant result (F=0.36514, p=0.553208) even though many test        
subjects reported having a difficult time to concentrate because of          
the background music. When given the chance to elaborate on          
why the music was experienced as disturbing no subject         
mentioned the tempo of the music.  

Comments about the background music (Translated from       
Swedish):  

Subject 14: “(...) thought it was disturbing as I was really trying to             
understand the content of the text. I often listen to music when I             
am reading news but then it often becomes “lazy” reading. If I            
really want to understand the details I rather read without music.“ 

Subject 18: “It did not feel very disturbing when reading the first            
article but then I could tell a difference when I read the second             
one without music. It becomes an additional thing to process          
when one is also listening to something.” 

There was a significant difference between the number of correct          
answers of articles A and B (p = 0.002279), with article A having             
the higher mean score, thus suggesting that Article B was harder           
to comprehend, or that the questionnaire for Article B had more           
difficult questions. Figure 2 shows the mean of correct answers          
for the different groups. 

 

Figure 2. Number of correct answers depending on article 
read and listening condition 

4.1.3 Prior knowledge and experience 
Seventy-five per cent of the subjects reported having no         
knowledge of the contents of the articles with 25% reporting some           
knowledge. No subject reported having good knowledge of the         
content. 

Twenty-five per cent reported reading news on their smartphone         
every day, 40% a few times a week, 25% several times a month             
and 10% more seldom than that. Seventy per cent reported          
sometimes listening to music while reading news, 20% never and          
10% always. 

5. DISCUSSION 
The aim of this study was to investigate whether tempo in music            
makes a difference for reading comprehension when reading        
written news on a smartphone. Subjects read two different         
articles, one with music playing in headphones and one in a silent            
environment. Half of the subjects listened to a fast tempo sample           
and the other half to a slower sample. The results indicate that, if             
listening to music, slow tempo improves reading comprehension        
and efficiency. However, no significant difference was found.  

5.1 Results discussion 
When conducting this study the results of Kallinen’s study were          
particularly interesting because they investigate a similar setup but         
at a time before smartphones and our growing habit of consuming           
digital media that has come with these. One goal was to compare            
the results and see if these new habits have made a difference. It             
should be mentioned that there were some crucial differences         
between Kallinen’s experiment and the one presented in this         
paper, such as the choice of music genre, tempo and number of            
participants. 

One hypothesis that Kallinen had and that his study supported was           
that subjects in a slow music condition read slower than in a fast             
music condition. Our results indicate that subjects read faster in a           
slow music condition, although the difference between the        
different sample groups is very small (three words per minute)          
and has no significance according to the statistical analysis.         
Disregarding the insignificance, there is a possibility that the         



 

widespread use of smartphones and listening to music while using          
them could have evened out the results.  

As mentioned earlier, our results indicate that slow music         
improves reading comprehension and efficiency. This is also        
contradictory to Kallinen’s results, which show the opposite.        
However, as mentioned above, the differences between our        
sample groups are so small this might just be a coincidence.  

It is also worth mentioning that the mean reading rate in this            
experiment was 178 words per minute compared to 120 words per           
minute in Kallinen’s. This seems to be a very large difference and            
it is not in line with the findings about how larger windows            
enhance reading speed, even though the much higher resolution of          
the technology used in this experiment might have something to          
do with the better performance [9]. Perhaps the subjects not being           
used to reading on pocket computers and the fact that it probably            
took longer to scroll a page could have something to do with it as              
well.  

Nonetheless, it was surprising that only 25% of the test subjects           
reported reading news on their smartphone every day as our belief           
was that the majority of our peers do so considerably more often.            
However, with 40% reporting reading news on a smartphone a          
few times a week, it is still a valid perception that there has been a               
large change regarding consuming news digitally since Kallinen’s        
study.  

The only significant result, that the number of correct answers          
depended on the article, indicates that a different method         
regarding the selection of reading materials should have been         
chosen, preferably one where all subjects read the same article.  

Even though this study did not yield any significant results of           
interest, section 4.1.3 suggests that there should be more studies          
done on the effect of background music when reading on          
smartphones. 

5.2 Method discussion  
The outcome could have probably been more interesting if the          
method had been differently chosen, starting with the number of          
participants in the study. Because of limited time, every         
participant had to read both an article in a silent condition and in a              
background music condition within a thirty minute time slot. This          
meant that two different articles had to be chosen in order for the             
participants not to do the same reading comprehension test twice.          
It also resulted in that the sample size for the no music-condition            
was twice the size of each of the music condition groups. 

It would have been desirable to have each participant read only           
one text in one condition. For this, a much bigger sample size            
would have been needed, but because of the limited time and           
resources this was not possible. The two different articles yielded          
another variable that proved to significantly impact the result         
when conducting the analysis, but due to uneven sample sizes the           
two-way ANOVA, which is required when dealing with multiple         
variables, had to be disregarded. Even though the randomizing         
script proved successful, it should have been set up to generate           
samples of the same size.  

As mentioned earlier, the only significant result pointed out the          
importance of choosing suitable articles and designing their        
corresponding questionnaires. More research regarding how to       
conduct a reading comprehension test would also have been         
beneficial for the study. Even though similar studies have carried          
out reading comprehension tests in the same manner as in this           

study, this setup, where the text is taken away from the subject            
before the they answer the questionnaire, resembles a memory test          
which is not the intention [2] [6]. However, we believe that this is             
how much news is read; on the go and often only once. 

The questionnaires about the articles contained only five true or          
false statements each. More and/or other types of questions might          
have made the articles more comparable. Other types of questions          
would have opened up for other analysis which would have added           
an extra dimension to the study. One could also speculate on the            
impact of the instructions given before the experiment. There is a           
possibility that the subjects were more concentrated and focused         
than if not having known about the questionnaires beforehand.  

Compared to Kallinen’s study, which used classical music, we         
chose to compose our own music samples that is similar to a more             
modern type of music, which, at least for our chosen target group,            
we believe is more common to listen to when using a smartphone.            
To design a music sample where the main focus is on the tempo is              
difficult without compromising the elements that build a modern         
song. Perhaps our music samples were not suitable for this kind of            
study. 

Another remaining question is whether personal preference of        
music would have made a difference for the result. An additional           
question regarding this matter could have been added to the final           
questionnaire. 

In hindsight, the no music-condition could have been dropped         
when we realised how small the sample size was going to be and             
that there were going to be multiple variables to take in to            
consideration.  

5.3 Future research 
We are still of the opinion that this area of research is interesting             
and of importance as many subjects reported listening to music          
while consuming news. Considering how much news reaches us         
every day it is important to continue investigating if and how           
these two factors correlate. The technology we use for reading          
news continuously changes and so do our habits revolving it. 

In future research, even if taking into consideration what is          
mentioned in above sections could probably yield a better result,          
tempo is only one of the building blocks of music. Looking into            
the remaining should also be considered.  

6. CONCLUSION 
In this study, it was proven hard to obtain any significant results            
of interest regarding whether tempo in music make a difference on           
reading comprehension of news read on a smartphone. With an          
improved method and a larger sample size the results could          
probably have been of greater interest. The data gathered showed          
that reading news on a smartphone while listening to music is           
rather common, and in a time where we consume different kinds           
of media simultaneously and more on the go it is interesting to            
investigate whether this has an impact on our comprehension of it.           
Looking at what tempo in music does for reading comprehension          
of news is one such aspect, and studying it and other building            
blocks of music more in depth could give interesting findings that           
could be used by news providers to make sure their message gets            
through. Any obtained results should also be of interest for music           
streaming services that generate playlists to go with different         
activities.  
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APPENDIX 
A.1 Articles 
Listed below are the articles used in the experiment.  

Article A 
Fed höjer styrräntan 

USA:s centralbank Federal Reserve höjer styrräntan med 0,25 procentenheter. Som tidigare signalerar banken totalt tre räntehöjningar i år.                  
Men det krävs inte mycket för att höjningarna ska bli fler. Flera ledamöter förespråkar fyra höjningar i år. 

Beskedet om en höjning av styrräntan till 1,5-1,75 procent var väntat och är den sjätte höjningen som centralbanken gör sedan slutet av                      
2015.  

Bakgrunden är en amerikansk ekonomi som går för högtryck. Arbetslösheten har sjunkit till sin lägsta nivå på 18 år, kring 4 procent, och                       
väntas snart inte kunna bli lägre. Samtidigt är tillväxten hyfsat hög och inflationen, om än sakta, på väg upp. Att det skulle bli en höjning                         
var därför inräknat. Särskilt med tanke på att Donald Trump vid årsskiftet fick igenom sin skattereform, som väntas stimulera ekonomin                    
ytterligare. 

Mötet var det första med Jerome Powell vid rodret för Federal Reserve. Hans största utmaning som ny chef är att strama åt ekonomin så att                         
den inte överhettas, utan att ta knäcken på den. Samtidigt finns en risk för att ohållbara bubblor byggs om Federal Reserve låter räntan vara                        
låg alltför länge.  

Det alla var spända på var om Powell skulle skärpa penningpolitiken och signalera fyra räntehöjningar i år, i stället för som tidigare tre. Nu                        
blev det ingen ändring i den prognosen. Men det faktum att sju ledamöter förespråkade fyra höjningar i år, mot åtta som ville nöja sig med                         
tre, visar att det krävs mycket små förändringar för att Federal Reserve ska ändra sig framöver.  

– Vi försöker följa en medelväg. Det finns en risk med att vänta för länge, då kanske vi måste höja för snabbt senare och sänka den                          
ekonomiska aktiviteten. Men höjer vi för fort nu riskerar vi att inflationen inte tar fart mot målet, sade Jerome Powell. 

Centralbanken skriver upp sin prognos för tillväxten i år och räknar med lägre arbetslöshet än tidigare. Däremot justeras prognosen för                    
inflationen endast upp marginellt. Många är förundrade över att inte lönerna stiger mer i ett läge när arbetslösheten sjunker så pass fort.                      
Även Jerome Powell uttryckte förvåning över detta vid en presskonferens.  

Federal Reserve bedömer för tillfället att Donald Trumps införande av ståltullar, och hot om ytterligare handelshinder, inte påverkar                  
ekonomins utsikter.  

– Men flera ledamöter nämnde att de haft samtal med företagsledare som känner en ökad oro för den politiken, sade Powell. 

Federal Reserve har som mål att bidra till hög sysselsättning och stabila prisökningar. 

 

Article B 
Grön obligationsvåg – staten tvekar inför att hänga på 

Marknaden för gröna obligationer växer explosionsartat. Men ska svenska staten hänga med på vågen och ge ut en grön obligation? Där                     
finns olika uppfattningar. 

På tio år har gröna obligationer vuxit från nästan ingenting till en volym på 156 miljarder USA-dollar under 2017. Den globala marknaden                      
ökar explosionsartat och det går inte att se någon övre gräns.  

Vad innebär då en grön obligation? 

Första delen av svaret gäller vad en obligation är. Det rör sig om ett lån, där skuldebreven (obligationerna) ges ut i enhetlig form och stor                         
skala. 

Säljare kan vara staten, kommuner eller företag som behöver låna upp stora belopp på enkelt och effektivt sätt.  

Köpare är ofta institutionella placerare som pensionsfonder och försäkringsbolag. Det finns också obligationer som riktas till allmänheten. 

Obligationer ger en fastställd årlig ränta, men dessutom varierar obligationernas värde vilket gör att avkastningen skiftar. 

Andra delen av svaret gäller ordet grön. Här handlar det om att pengarna som lånas genom obligationer ska gå till miljö- och                      
klimatändamål. 

Det finns internationellt fastställda regler för vad som i detta sammanhang ska få kallas grönt.  

Men även inom dessa gränser finns ett enormt finansieringsbehov för gröna investeringar. Efter Parisavtalet om klimatet har behovet                  
uppskattats till 93.000 miljarder dollar fram till 2030. 

Fortfarande är det endast 0,5 procent av världens alla obligationer som är gröna. Intresset ökar dock mycket snabbt hos de institutionella                     
placerare som vill sprida sina risker till nya områden. 



 

Därför finns en väldig efterfrågan där utbudet har svårt att hänga med. Det gäller även i Sverige, trots att det förra året gavs ut gröna                         
obligationer för 39 miljarder kronor och det ser ut att bli ännu mer i år. 

I Sverige är bankerna mycket aktiva, ofta på uppdrag av företag och kommuner som vill investera i, exempelvis, förnybar energi.  

Däremot har svenska staten hittills inte har gett ut gröna obligationer. Men här kan det snart bli ändring. 

Regeringens utredare Mats Andersson, tidigare vd för Fjärde AP-fonden, föreslog i början av året att även staten ska låna grönt. Men det                      
finns olika uppfattningar om förslaget som nu är ute på remiss. 

Finansmarknadsminister Per Bolund (MP) har uttalat sig entusiastiskt om gröna statsobligationer. Men i utredningen har experter från                 
finansdepartementet och Riksgälden kommit med kritiska yttranden. 

Staten lånar redan mycket billigt och gröna obligationer som skulle dra med sig extra kostnader. Lånebehovet är dessutom litet när statens                     
finanser nu går med överskott, menar Maria Norström som är biträdande chef för Riksgäldens skuldförvaltning. 

– Vi badar i pengar och det går utför med statsskulden, sade hon nyligen vid ett seminarium hos SNS (Studieförbundet Näringsliv och                      
Samhälle). 

Enligt henne råder en oklar koppling mellan en grön statsobligation och gröna investeringar. Budgetlagen säger att staten inte får                   
öronmärka pengar, utan allt ska samlas i en enda kassa som sedan fördelas till olika ändamål. 

Men gröna statsobligationer skulle ändå ha främjande effekt, menar Mats Andersson. Han pekar på Frankrike som har visat vägen genom                    
att ge ut sådana obligationer och samtidigt märka ut vilka statsutgifter som kan klassas som gröna. 

Intresset från investerarhåll är tydligt uttalat:  

– Vi har redan 23 miljarder kronor placerade i gröna obligationer. Det är bra investeringar sett utifrån vårt uppdrag, betonade pensionsjätten                     
Alectas vd Magnus Billing vid SNS-seminariet.  

Men avgörandet när det gäller en grön statsobligation blir ytterst en politisk fråga. 

Vad anser då regeringen? Svaret beror nog delvis på vilka som styr landet efter höstens val.  

Det blir först därefter som regeringen fastställer de riktlinjerna för hur Riksgälden ska förvalta och finansiera statsskulden.                 
Regeringsbeslutet brukar tas i början av november och gälla påföljande år. 

 

A.2 Questionnaires 
Listed below are questionnaires for articles A and B and the final questionnaire. Answering alternatives are in parentheses. 

Questionnaire for article A 
Det finns flera anledningar till varför det blivit en höjning av styrräntan. (Sant, Falskt, Vet ej) 

Den rådande lönenivån är inte överraskande för någon. (Sant, Falskt, Vet ej) 

Federal Reserve är ansvarig för rimliga prisökningar. (Sant, Falskt, Vet ej) 

Arbetslösheten kan snart bara gå åt ett håll. (Sant, Falskt, Vet ej) 

Federal Reserve och företagsledare har olika syn på vilken påverkan Trumps politik har på ekonomin. (Sant, Falskt, Vet ej) 

 

Questionnaire for article B 
Svenska staten ser enbart fördelar med gröna obligationer. (Sant, Falskt, Vet ej) 

En grön obligation kan gå till godtyckligt klimat och miljöändamål. (Sant, Falskt, Vet ej) 

Antalet utgivna gröna obligationer förväntas öka under det kommande året. (Sant, Falskt, Vet ej) 

Hur staten fördelar sina pengar är noga budgeterat. (Sant, Falskt, Vet ej) 

Det kommer dröja till minst nästa år innan regeringen kan fatta ett beslut om gröna obligationer. (Sant, Falskt, Vet ej) 

 

Final questionnaire 
Hur bekant var du med innehållet i artikel A? (Mycket, Något, Inte alls) 

Hur bekant var du med innehållet i artikel B? (Mycket, Något, Inte alls) 

Hur ofta läser du nyheter på mobilen? (Varje dag, Flera gånger i veckan, Någon gång i månaden, Mer sällan än så) 

Hur ofta lyssnar du på musik i hörlurar samtidigt som du läser nyheter på mobilen? (Alltid, Ibland, Aldrig) 

Upplevde du bakgrundsmusiken som ett störande moment? (Ja, Nej) 

Om du klickade i “ja” på föregående fråga, varför? 
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